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Sovereign credit risk

I The risk of the banking system has become an important
element in the determination of sovereign risk

I Interlinkages and spillovers through the banking system is a
key concern

I We show that an explicit modeling of the financial linkages
contributes beyond ’common factors’ in explaining bank and
(hence) sovereign risk

I Main focus will be on bank CDS dynamics - an important step
for understanding sovereign risk

I The paper also looks at transfer of bank risk to sovereign risk
through guarantees



A small sample of related literature

I Enormous literature on sovereign debt
I Three closely related papers are

I Degryse, Elahi and Penas (2010)
I Longstaff, Pan, Pedersen, Singleton (2011)
I Acharya, Drechsler and Schnabl (2011)

I Key distinguishing features are
I Dynamic exposure measure using BIS statistics to capture the

size of foreign exposures, and CDS premia to measure riskiness
I Addition of domestic exposures (corporate and government)

weighted according to weight on balance sheet
I Analysis of effects of guarantees using similar measures



The BIS exposure matrix

I We use BIS ”Consolidated international banking statistics”

I Give us foreign claims of a given banking system on foreign
’residents’ (public, banks and non-banks)

I We have, for example, the exposure of the Austrian banking
system to Hungarian government bonds, Hungarian banks and
Hungarian non-banks (citizens, non-financial corporations)

I We use this information for each country in our sample to
compute what we denote a BIS exposure matrix, i.e. the
weighted CDS spread of the countries to which the banks are
exposed

I For emerging markets with insufficient data on CDS for largest
banks, we use sovereign CDS spreads. For non-emerging
markets we use average of bank CDS for largest banks



Austria’s foreign exposures decomposed by origin



Austria dynamic exposure

Red: EE non-neighbors; Green: EE neighbors; Blue: Other countries;

Black: Average Bank CDS spread



The bank CDS regression equation

I Left hand side: Changes in average of 5-yr CDS premium for
two largest banks

∆b-cdsavgk,t = α0,k + α1∆(BIS Measure)k,t

+ α′
2(Local Variables)k,t + α′

3(Global Variables)t

I We also use changes for local and global variables

I We have seen how ’BIS Measure’ is computed (Austria
example)



Variables used in bank CDS regression

I The local and global variables are:
I Real estate (including construction) EDFs
I Non-financial corporate EDFs
I Excess return over last quarter of average NYSE, AMEX and

NASDAQ stocks
I Volatility risk premium (a difference between VIX and realized

volatility of SP500
I Percentage change in 5-yr CMT yield
I Percentage change in investment grade US corporate yield

spreads, BBB - AAA industrials
I Percentage change in spread between BB and BBB indices
I Percentage change in 3 month US LIBOR-OIS spread



Controlling for common movements in CDS using CDS indices

I We add to global variables on the right hand side various
iTraxx CDS indices

I Idea is to show that the effect of linkages survive even when
correcting for ’general’ variations in default risk?

I We use both the indices themselves and residuals from
regression of BIS exposures on CDS indices (shown)

I We also do a ’time-fixed effects’ regression replacing the
global variables with a time-fixed effect (not shown)

I I.e. we capture the variations in our exposure measure that
are not due to market-wide variations in credit risk

I We find significance of BIS measure



Itraxx Financial, Non-Financial and SovX



Bank CDS on BIS, local and global variables, controlling with CDS indices



An extension of the BIS measure

I We also define a measure that takes into account exposure to
domestic (non-govt) borrowers and the ’domestic’ govt



Not all bank CDS are driven by foreign exposures: Portugal
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A measure of default probability: EDFs

I How can we measure domestic exposure?

I Moody’s EDFs (Expected Default Frequency, originally
launched by KMV) - an estimate of the default probability of
a borrower

I We have obtained an extensive set of EDFs that allows us to
compute aggregate measures of default risk for banks,
non-financial corporates, real-estate financials and
construction

I Measure of the riskiness of a large set of borrowers in each
country

I We use the medians within each sector

I We include ’Construction’ in our real estate measure R2EDF



Median EDFs for Austria and Portugal in different sectors
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An extension of the BIS measure

∆(Bank Credit Risk)k,t =
(Foreign claims

Total

)
k,t

× ∆(B BIS CDS)k,t

+
(Domestic credit

Total

)
k,t

× ∆(C EDF)k,t

+
(Claims on sovereign

Total

)
k,t

× ∆(S CDS)k,t

I Idea is to weigh risk measures by the exposures of the banks

I Highly significant - also in both subsamples



Bank credit risk on total bank credit risk, local and global variables, and

indices



Sovereign CDS analysis - guarantees

I Banks have become an important real or potential liability of
sovereigns

I An explicit guarantee was made in most European countries
Q4:2008 following the Irish guarantee end of September, 2008.

I We use the size of the guarantee relative to GDP as reported
by IMF

I We also use a measure of the implicit guarantee, combining
the size of the domestic banking system relative to GDP with
a measure of risk (CDS or EDF)

I Finally, use ’domestic government variables’:
I General government net interest expenditure compared to

GDP (quarterly, interpolated)
I Revisions in general government net lending projections. We

look at changes in the sum of one-year ahead and two-year net
lending projections



The main results in words

I Both implicit and explicit guarantees highly significant

I This is true both for measure using CDS and measure using
EDFs

I Excess return on US equity market and yield spread between
investment grade and high-yield bonds are significant

I Limited influence of domestic variables

I Looking at what moves the individual sovereign ’away from
market’, guarantees remain robust

I After using central bank collateralized loans to local banks as
instrument (related to bank risk, but not to sovereign) we
have importance of interest rate to revenue



Sovereign CDS - guarantees with indices



Concluding remarks

I CDS spreads for banks reflect financial linkages

I This is true even after controlling for common credit risk
factors

I Proxy hedging based on these linkages could be an explanation

I We use one linkage risk measure that looks only at foreign
exposures and one that looks at the entire asset side

I Both are highly significant

I Sovereign credit spreads are (perhaps unsurprisingly) closely
linked with banking systems

I Both implicit and explicit guarantees play a major role in
explaining sovereign risk
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